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during sex should be jailed, pastor says
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Dr John Hagee, founder and senior pastor at Cornerstone Church in San
Antonio, said blasphemy doesn't get enough attention
He pointed to sections of the Bible in which the book denounced the
taking of God's name in vain
He said 'there is no greater sin in terms of wrongly using God's name'
than when a woman uses it while having sex
Hagee did not explain what the punishment, if any, would be for men using
the Lord's name in the same situation
By KELLY MCLAUGHLIN FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
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Women who shout God's name during sex should be prosecuted, a San Antonio pastor claims.
Dr John Hagee, the founder and senior pastor of the Cornerstone Church, said that 'there is no
greater sin in terms of wrongly using God's name than women who use it during sex'.
'That is one of the filthiest, most derogatory and sinful uses of the Lord's name I can think of. If it
were up to me, I would put every single woman or girl who does that in jail,' Hagee said.
He pointed to several sections of the Bible in which the book denounced the taking of God's name
in vain during an interview released last week.
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New law? Pastor John Hage said that women who shout God's name in vain during sex should be jailed and
that blasphemy might seem 'petite and insignificant' compared to other issues in the world, but 'that's
precisely the problem'

'In fact, one of the Ten Commandments in the Old Testament states: 'You shall not take the name of
the Lord your God in vain, for the Lord will not hold him guiltless who takes his name in vain'
(Exodus 20:7). The word vain means for "no reason" or 'useless",' he told Newslo.
Hagee said that though this might seem 'petite and insignificant' compared to other issues, 'even in
churches across America', however 'that's precisely the problem'.
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'In this world of crimes and deaths that surround us, a simple blasphemy does not get that much
attention when it should,' he told Newslo, adding that nowadays people are 'committing sin
everywhere you look'.
Hagee did not go into detail on how women would be prosecuted if they were to be caught crying out
God's name during sex, nor did he explain why men would not be jailed for the same deed.
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Hagee is founder and senior pastor at Cornerstone Church in San Antonio, Texas, as well as the founder of
John Hagee Ministries, which airs his national radio and television ministry across the United States
Read more:
John Hagee Calls For “Prosecuting Women Who Say God’s Name During Intercourse” - Newslo
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You are aware that Newslo is a satire site like The Onion, aren't you? IT'S COMEDY!!
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James Stephen Longo, New York, United States, about 2 hours ago

You do realize that Newslo is a satire site, right? And if you don't, perhaps you should consider a
career other than journalism. I hear McDonald's is hiring.
New Comment
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This is absolute ignorance. God made sex and it is an awesome experience. who should a
woman give thanks and glory to, Satan? Surely, Glory and adoration be to God. Women, go
ahead and praise the giver of of that special experience.
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Seth Mensah, Cape Coast, Ghana, about 2 hours ago

It's absolute ignorance! who made sex? God! if the pleasure that comes with sex is as awesome
as it is, then who should women glorify, Satan? I think is is the best time to praise God.
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This is funny...but still I think it's a little disturbing that still women are criticized for enjoying
pleasure in 2015, and men aren't even mentioned.
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Oh, for gorsake...the Daily Mail (and everyone else) has been sucked in! The story
acknowledges Newslo as the source for this item. If you go to that page you'll find that it's a
satirical site (go to 'about us'). At the top of the story they clearly invite you to click on a button
('show facts') that highlights the factual material - everything else is MADE UP! This man may be
a nutjob, but he did NOT say that stuff. Cheeee!
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James Stephen Longo, New York, United States, about 2 hours ago

As far as I'm concerned, McLaughlin should be fired immediately. If you don't know
enough to distinguish satire from fact, you shouldn't be a journalist.
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Jenners by a pool and
Paris Hilton baring all
on a yacht... is this the
smuggest trend yet?
Cara Delevingne
chomps on a greasy
burger at British
Summertime Festival...
before boogying up a
storm on stage with her
sisters and dad
FIFA's $30 million
vanity movie United
Passions is the WORST
box office opening ever
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in the U.S. raking in just
$918 in its opening
weekend
Film on organization
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DON'T MISS
What a difference!
Lady Gaga rocks out on
stage in a racy outfit...
then goes conservative
for Father's Day dinner
at dad's restaurant
Like night and day
He's still got it! Mark
Wahlberg flexes his
six-pack as he squares
off against Will Ferrell in
new trailer Daddy's
Home
Stars in the comedy
Claire Danes'
two-year-old on-screen
daughter makes her first
appearance on
Homeland set as season
five films in Berlin
Filming for new season
Growing up fast! David
Arquette struggles to
carry his strapping son
Charlie, 14 months, as
they enjoy a trip to the
park
Courteney Cox's ex
Jurassic World roars
to another $102 million
and takes a bite out of
Pixar's Inside Out which
debuts in second place
with stunning $91
million over the
weekend
Anchors aweigh!
Dakota Fanning keeps
cool in a vibrant red
nautical mini dress
during outing in New
York City
Pretty in red
'I have never had a
more disconnected
experience': Ex-Playboy
Bunny Holly Madison
details her sex life with
Hugh Hefner in new
tell-all memoir
Rebel Heart Down
Under! Madonna
announces she will
return to Australia for
tour after 23 years and
surprises New Zealand
fans with first ever visit
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'Born to be a dad':
Lara Bingle celebrates
Sam Worthington's first
Father's Day since the
couple welcomed
Rocket Zot in March
Paid tribute to partner
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The couple that
workout together!
Reese Witherspoon
maintains her toned
shape during
invigorating run with
husband Jim Toth
The 39-year-old keeps fit
Ready to pop!
Pregnant Naya Rivera
shows off her big bump
in a tight-fitting grey
dress as she and
husband Ryan Dorsey
step out
28-year-old ex Glee star

26k
shares

Pop princess Kylie
Minogue leads the
crowd at London's
British Summer Time
Hyde Park concert in a
rendition of he former
TV show's theme song
Emilia Clarke looks
stunning in an intricate
black and white dress
as she attends
Terminator premiere
with Arnold
Schwarzenegger
Extra ripped! Mario
Lopez shows off his
muscular physique
during family vacation
in Mexico
Bulging biceps and
washboard abs
Kanye West enjoys a
night out as he reveals
he wants people to think
of him as 'a maid'
The star says he's victim
of 'back-in-your-box'
thinking
Spider-Man must be a
white, straight male, say
leaked Sony emails
Revealed in licensing
agreement between Sony
Pictures and Marvel
Entertainment
Angelina Jolie visits
Syrian refugees in
Turkey with her
daughter Shiloh
Jolie-Pitt in her role as
UN High Commissioner
Hollywood star
Taking charge! Hilaria
Baldwin carries her
newborn son back to
her apartment in New
York just four days after
giving birth
Yoga instructor
'Luckily it wasn't any
worse': 5 Seconds Of
Summer's Michael
Clifford opens up about
frightening on-stage
experience when his
hair caught on fire
Couldn't decide?
Rosamund Pike suffers
a wardrobe indecision
as she slips into second
white dress for the
Shanghai International
Film Festival
Emilia Clarke flashes
her abs before wearing
cleavage-baring floral
dress as she continues
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to promote film on
crutches
Game of Thrones star

Home
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Happy Birthday Prince
William! As the Duke of
Cambridge turns 33, a
look back at some of his
most memorable
moments in pictures
Double celebrations
Child actor who played
Anakin Skywalker in
Star Wars: The Phantom
Menace arrested after
car chase that ended
when he plowed his
vehicle into a tree

26k
shares

David Beckham leads
the Father's Day
tributes with a touching
message to his dad as
he shows off his special
gift from his own
children
Say cheese! Lara
Bingle shares rare
glimpse of Sam
Worthington's goofy
side as they celebrate
her 28th birthday
together
Lady in red... Lycra!
'Keen cyclist' Pippa
Middleton joins her
brother James on the
54-mile London to
Brighton bike ride to
raise money for charity
First Look: Dwayne
'The Rock' Johnson
uses Breaking Bad's
Aaron Paul as human
shield as they shoot
new movie Central
Intelligence in Boston
'Happy Father's Day
Daddy!' Nicole Trunfio
sends special message
to fiance Gary Clark, Jr.
as she posts a selfie of
herself and their
growing baby boy Zion
Making her eighth
appearance in just
SEVEN days, it's the
Queen - aged 89: Her
Majesty joins Prince
Philip for day at the polo
(and presents prizes)
Storage van spotted
outside Ben Affleck and
Jennifer Garner's family
home for renovation
work amid rumors the
A-list couple are set for
a divorce
Hot mama! Fergie
shows off her toned
legs in distressed denim
shorts for visit to the
recording studio in LA
She's the expert at
Fergalicious fashions
Still got it at 46! Kylie
Minogue proves she's
as glamorous as ever as
she poses in skimpy
underwear for new
Sloggi campaign
Enviable figure
PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Beach bum! Alessandra
Ambrosio flaunts her
derriere wearing VERY
small bikini as she
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relaxes on the beach in
Brazil

Home
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Model Izabel Goulart
flashes her abs as she
joins Ellie Goulding at
the Nike Women's 10km
race in London
Former Victoria's Secret
model, 30
Kissing in the rain!
New parents Keira
Knightley and James
Righton put on sweet
PDA at Hyde Park gig...
as they make first
appearance since
daughter's birth

26k
shares

Smitten Emma Stone
gazes lovingly at
Andrew Garfield during
gas station run... as
they appear to confirm
reunion rumours
Loved-up display
Sofia Vergara shops
for fine linens as she
and fiance Joe
Manganiello set up
house together ahead of
wedding
In West Hollywood
Rita Ora shows off her
toned legs as she
performs a 'rain twerk'
in blue shirt and pants
The 24-year-old Hot Right
Now singer took to
Snapchat to
Up All Night! One
Direction star Niall
Horan arrives home at
5am with a mystery
brunette after partying
together in London
nightclub
EXCLUSIVE: James
Packer and Mariah
Carey 'looked like a
normal, affectionate
couple' as they shared
fettuccine with zucchini
and a pizza on date
Reese Witherspoon
puts on leggy display in
tiny white shorts and a
blue gingham shirt for a
casual day out in Los
Angeles
Spring in her step
Emma Watson
showcases her toned
legs in patterned mini
skirt and white blouse
as she enjoys a night
out in the restaurant in
London
Liv Tyler's sister
Chelsea ties the knot
with actor and musician
Jon Foster
In attendance was also
siblings, Mia Tyler and Taj
Monroe Tallarico
Zayn Malik is 'planning
to cut ties with Simon
Cowell in order to
pursue a rap career with
the help of 50 Cent'
Former One Direction
star
Meet the real-life Top
Gun pilot who is flying
high on Twitter because he's the
spitting image of Tom
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Cruise
Legions of fans

Home
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Rosie HuntingtonWhiteley runs errands
with boyfriend Jason
Statham as it's revealed
their Hollywood home is
up for sale for nearly
$9million
Pulling a Miley Cyrus?
Liam Hemsworth shows
off his cheeky side and
some tan lines after a
wetsuit malfunction
during a day of surf in
Malibu

26k
shares

Backless babe! LeAnn
Rimes goes braless in
revealing maxi dress as
she shops in LA
LeAnn Rimes looked
happy to be back under
the Californian sun
Seeing double! Arnold
Schwarzenegger takes a
selfie with Terminator
robot as he continues to
promote new film
The 67-year-old actor
flashed a wide grin
Get the look! Kim
Kardashian posts
pouting selfie revealing
she is set to dish on her
make-up secrets...as
she prepares for lecture
on objectifying women
Trendy mom Gwen
Stefani dons cropped
harem pants and funky
sunglasses as she
cradles sleepy son
Apollo on LA outing
Always looks chic
Leggy ladies! Kendall
and Kylie Jenner wear
tight yoga pants as they
go gift shopping and
pick up some Greek
yogurt
Sisters reunited in LA
Kate Moss slips into
sexy off-the-shoulder
LBD as she joins close
pal Sadie Frost for her
50th birthday bash
The 41-year-old fashion
icon was cutting loose
Miley Cyrus and
'girlfriend' Stella
Maxwell check out of
NYC hotel together as
it's claimed they've
been an item 'for
months'
Pair seem inseparable
A party fit for a
princess! The Royal
Lodge gets a Disney
makeover as guests r
arrive to celebrate
Eugenie's 25th birthday
with her
Sarah Michelle Gellar
looks pretty in ruffled
layered floral dress as
she gets up close and
personal with a snake at
Los Angeles Zoo event
Cuddling up to critters
Love has blossomed!
Dakota Johnson dons
floral shirt and skinny
jeans for dog walk with
boyfriend Matthew Hitt
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The 25-year-old actress
looked loved-up
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Is the honeymoon still
on? Geri Halliwell
sports traditional dress
as she enjoys loved-up
break with new husband
Christian Horner in
Austria
The 4-month hell of
being turned into a
Victoria's Secret angel:
Lifting more than you
weigh, diets, no liquid
for 12 hours before
showtime and $23 bill

26k
shares

Go on, girl! Rosamund
Pike shows off her slim
legs in chic white floral
print dress at Shanghai
International Film
Festival
Wowed the crowds
It Shoulda Been You...
Rebel? Wilson checks
out Broadway show in
New York and poses
front and center with
cast backstage
Looked excited
PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Justin Bieber stuns
party-goers in Las
Vegas with surprise gig
at hotel during Electric
Daisy Carnival
Impromptu performance
Having a cheeky feel!
Gerard Butler's
girlfriend Morgan Brown
gives his bottom a
squeeze after enjoying a
workout session
Very into each other
Mariah Carey shares
sweet snaps of
four-year-old twins
aboard private yacht in
Capri hours after
holding hands with
James Packer
'There was no sultry
sexiness about her. That
came much later': The
astonishing treasure
trove of rare images
show Marilyn Monroe as
you've never seen her
Daddy duty! Adam
Sandler teaches
daughter Sunny how to
ride a bike using family
time to put Rose
McGowan 'script note'
behind him
'This is my last-ever
lingerie shoot': Marie
Helvin on keeping in
shape at 62 and her
guide to a good life
American started
modelling at 15
'I'm just a normal girl',
says Zara... days after
sparking unflattering
'mum tum' headlines
with THAT Royal Ascot
dress
Sparked rumors
Betty fright! Animal
lover White cuddles up
to a cute critter at LA
Zoo fundraiser... before
being startled by a
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snake
Unperturbed

Home
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Kylie Jenner ditches
eye-catching look for a
more practical style as
she heads out for some
Miami shopping
The 17-year-old wowed
the night before
Adam Sandler buys
box of English muffins
in first sighting since
Rose McGowan's thinlyveiled tweet about
sexist audition
Had a sports injury too

26k
shares

Not very model-like!
Kendall Jenner gets
camera shy as she
strides through LAX
showing off her slim
pins in skinny jeans
Usually not so reticent
Anything Kourtney can
do! Khloe Kardashian
flashes flat stomach
(and curvy derriere) on
Instagram after her big
sister's abs photo
Competition is on...
Kylie Jenner touches
down in Los Angeles in
casual quilted jacket
and baseball cap after
wearing striking dress
at Sugar Factory launch
in Miami
Separated at birth?
Orange Is The New
Black's Ruby Rose and
her 'brother' Justin
Bieber pose together for
a selfie while he calls
her his 'twin'
Cultured couple! Jay-Z
and Beyoncé attend a
Wes Lang art show in
Los Angeles as they
wear matching denim
The power couple of the
21st century
Social hour! Ellen
Page takes a breather
from filming Tallulah
during outing with gal
pal Samantha Thomas
in New York
Hung out with artist pal
'She's a lioness!' Joe
Manganiello jokes about
fiancee Sofia Vergara's
'protective' side as he
discusses steamy
scenes in Magic Mike
XXL
Keeping it real! Tyra
Banks, 41, ditches the
glam look showing off
shapely figure in casual
attire as she dresses
down for gas station run
Showed her beauty
A delight in white!
Debra Messing stuns in
a pristine white gown as
she attends a book
launch party in New
York
The 46-year-old actress
glowed as she posed
She's having a grey
day! Lady Gaga keeps it
unusually conservative
in an 80's style pant suit
heading to concert with
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Tony Bennett
Long-time collaborator

Home
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Bella Thorne and
rumored boyfriend
Gregg Sulkin get
mobbed by fans as they
arrive in Toronto for
MMVAs
Caused a commotion
Hold onto your hat!
Naomi Watts keeps firm
grip on her headpiece
while maintaining her
balance on bicycle
during casual ride with
beau Liev Schreiber

26k
shares

'My official TWIN!'
Kelly Osbourne shares
photo of three-year-old
niece Pearl with
matching lavender
hair... as Jack insists it's
just chalk
Jack Osbourne's girl
Introducing the
Imperial Countess of
Giglio! Pamela
Anderson is honored by
royalty in Italy for her
work protecting wildlife
Has been honored
Eddie Van Halen says
that bandmate David
Lee Roth 'does not want
to be my friend' and
claims the 60-year-old
should act his age
Warring rockers
'Your heart just
breaks': Olivia Culpo
confirms split from Nick
Jonas after two years of
dating and admits it has
been 'hard'
Posted news on Twitter
Naomi Campbell
catches out imposter
Omar Amanat at her
45th birthday
celebrations after he
claimed to own her
favorite hotel chain

Today's headlines

Most Read

The death of an ISIS fighter... seen through
his own eyes: Militant gunman's body
camera records the moment...
EXCLUSIVE: Dylann Roof was a devout
Christian who was baptized in the Lutheran
faith, went to church camp...
Was Dylann Roof driven to racist murder
by a GIRL? Cousin of Charleston
massacre suspect says he 'went over...
Thousands march on Charleston bridge
singing 'This little light of mine' in emotional
show of unity...
Charleston church shooter Dylann Roof
'tried to kill himself after murdering nine
people in brutal massacre...
Obama uses N-word and proclaims America
is 'not cured' of racism as he advocates new
gun laws following...
Couple suing for Waldorf wedding refund
after hotel cancels reception because the
'groom's cousin...
Man or woman? Look at the LIPS: Our brains
identify gender in milliseconds using subtle
variations in the...
'We hear you Taylor': Apple changes its
tune and bows down to Swift's demands
to pay artists during its free...
Eastern cougar is declared extinct nearly 80
years after the last one was trapped and
killed in Maine
Hunt for 'Shawshank' escapees shifts
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back to woods close to upstate New York
prison after cops 'find...
How exercise can make you pile on the
pounds: Are you keeping fit but still not
getting any slimmer? Here...

Home

Top

First it was the polar ice caps… now it’s
BREAD that will shrink due to global
warming: Scientists say a...
Passenger jet terror attack fears after hackers
access flight plan computers and force planes
to be grounded...
'Free-range' parents are cleared in the
second of two neglect cases for letting
kids aged six and 10 walk...
Life in 84 sq ft! How one woman's heart
attack inspired her to live in a tiny shed with
no running water and...
shares
White attorney calls on feds to reopen
1940 unsolved murder case of NAACP
member who was shot dead and...

26k

'Do you know what Obama coffee is'?
Outrage as wife of Israeli interior minister
posts racist joke calling...
Body of former White House chef, 61, is
found in New Mexico mountains a week
after he failed to return from...
Jesse Jackson Jr. released from halfway
house after serving prison sentence for
spending $750,000 campaign...
ISIS fanatics feast while their subjects
starve: Terror group's fighters show off
their hearty meal while...
Is ISIS about to blow up ancient site of
Palmyra? Militants have laid landmines and
explosives around...
ISIS opens a new front on Europe's
doorstep: Chechan jihadi group with 'up
to 15,000' fighters pledge...
Who is the elusive ISIS leader? One year
after Islamic State is declared, the enigmatic
jihadist chief who...
Terrifying moment politicians scramble for
cover as Taliban suicide bomber blows
himself up at Afghanistan...
Hugh Hefner issues strong denial of Holly
Madison's tell-all about Playboy Mansion and
says she is...
'Make no mistake, we will defend our
allies': Pentagon chief vows to beef up
NATO forces over fears Putin is...
The Pope condemns as hypocrites those who
make weapons or profit from the industry and
call themselves...
'Why didn't they drop bombs?' Pope
criticises the 'great powers' of the world
for failing to stop the Nazis...
MORE HEADLINES
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